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Love Is Treatment
1 HERE WAS this wife who was a good cook and had a
reputation for serving tasty meals. But one evening practically everything went wrong. The meat was tough, the
potatoes hard, the vegetables burned, the gravy lumpy,
and the coffee bitter. The whole meal was a disaster.
After the meal was over, the husband took his wife in his
arms, kissed her deeply, and told her that he loved her. She
was dumbfounded.
"What brought that on?" she asked.
"Well, dear," he replied, "the meal tonight was like one
prepared by a new bride, so I thought I'd treat you like
one."
Humor can go a long way to alleviate family problems.
In this case the husband's treatment let the wife know that
his love didn't depend on her cooking, good or otherwise.
He grasped the opportunity to say something that was
priceless. To a woman, love is kindness.
Someone asked, "What is the one expression your husband uses which annoys you most?"
One woman answered: "My husband habitually asks,
'How stupid can you get?' And I always reply, 'I don't
know, but I'm working on it.'"
A woman knows she is loved by the way she is treated.
Dr. Doug Roberts says, "I am convinced that 80 percent
of the women on tranquilizers could be taken off their
medication if, let's say three times a week— you wouldn't
want to do it too often; it would blow their minds—the
husband would come into the house, put his arms around
his wife and say, 'I love you!'"
One man said, "The silly goose should know I love her.
I told her so 20 years ago on our honeymoon."
It's poor religion that reserves praise, graciousness, and
kindness for people outside the home. Shouldn't First Corinthians 13 also be applied to a marriage partner?
Real love shows all the way.
—M. P. Horban
Copyright 1976, The Pentecostal Evangel. Used by permission.

From the Editor
The short "essay" at the beginning of this column is
evidence that we have not forgotten one of February's
well-known days. Although this article is directed to husbands, the principle is not discriminatory.
The renewed interest in the return of Christ has produced an abundance of books and articles of a prophetic
nature—many of which keep the letter but ignore the spirit
of Jesus' teaching that the day of His coming is not ours to
know. It is encouraging to read a more biblical message on
the second coming. This one written by one of the bishops
of the church—Charlie B. Byers.
We again hear from our congregation in Cuba—this
time through an MCC Team that visited that country and
the congregation.
We begin on page six the first of three articles on television. These articles were written in response to a request
by Meetinghouse—a group of Mennonite and Brethren in
Christ Editors who share commissioned articles among
their publications.
Be certain to read the Missionary Play Contest announcement on page ten. This is a new and creative effort
by the Women's Missionary Prayer Committee and is
worthy of our support.
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Editorial
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Grandpa's Money
Will Never Get All"

W I N T E R came early to Indiana this year. By the first of
November we knew winter had arrived. We have had little
respite. Near zero lows for week after week with the highs
not rising above the freezing point have been the pattern.
This past week, winter—to borrow a figure of
speech—attempted to deliver the "knock-out blow."
Schools are closed, businesses shut down, thermostats
lowered and roads impassible. As most of us know, these
conditions are not restricted to Northern Indiana, but are
the experience of a significant section of the industrial east.
If this cold wave is followed by one of equal severity the
results could be disastrous.
The experience of this winter reminds us all of man's
vital dependence upon nature and nature's resources.
Whether it is water for irrigation, or rain for the vast
wheat and corn fields, or fuel to heat our homes and power
our industries, man is helpless in the face of nature's deviation from the norm to which we have geard our lifestyle
and designed our economies.
This should foster a sense of humility. Man is not the
master of his fate. His accomplishments are many and
awesome but his dependence and vulnerability must be
recognized. I find it important to remind myself and my
family that the food on our table is there by the providence of God. In recent weeks we have reminded ourselves that the gas in the furnace is also there as a result of
His providence.
A few inches short in annual rainfall, a few degrees
variation in the temperature, a few seconds of shifting in
the fault lines and we are aware that not only we, but indeed our civilization, is subject to the providence and
mercy of God. This is a humbling experience.
Experiences such as this should as well remind us of our
prodigality. My mother use to tell the story of a family
who inherited a sizeable fortune from their grandfather.
Cautioned about their free-spending lifestyle their response, according to the account, was to wave a handful of
paper money and say, "Grandpa's money will never get
all."
Their logic was as poor as their grammar. The point of
my mother's story was that it did "get all." We, who live in
the United States, are not unlike the characters of the
story. We live as though it will never "get all." Whether it
is oil, gas, coal, land, water, minerals or air, our concern is
immediate rather than future. Eat, drink, and be merry for
it will never "get all"!
We trust in the unlimited supply of our natural reFebruary 10,1977

sources and in man's ingenuity. We live as if there was no
tomorrow. We could well ask what is the legacy we are
leaving to our children and theirs. We do not do much to
alter this prodigality when we only look at others whose
lifestyle we envy but cannot afford. Living responsibly is a
question with which each of us must come to terms.
If anyone is tempted to see this concern as unworthy of
the church's mission or the Christian's attention, we
would remind the reader that Christ's emphasis upon
"love for neighbor" and the biblical teachings of our
stewardship of God's gifts should add a Christian dimension to the issue.
We are also reminded in these circumstances of our
dependence on one another. I suspect that it is possible to
find examples of man's selfishness in times of emergency—we are well aware of the looting that comes in the
wake of disasters. I am usually more conscious of the concern and helpfulness that a common emergency produces.
Homes are opened, help is offered, communities rally, a
sense of oneness is fostered.
But even on a broader base is our dependence in
evidence. It becomes more clear that when there is just so
much to go around my usual use may very well mean that
someone does without. So it is no longer a question of
whether or not I can afford it or even can get it. It becomes a moral issue of "loving one's neighbor as one
loves himself."
Obviously, we could allow the practices of the out-working of this principle to tie us in ethical knots. The difficulty
of resolving the problem could easily result in our living by
the law of the jungle-survival. The end of that route is selfdestruction. In saving our lives we will most surely lose
them.
Not only is such an attitude self-destructive but it is nonChristian. Love calls us to live our lives in consideration of
others. The Bible is very clear that love has the practical
dimensions related to the physical needs of persons.
The circumstances that prompted this editorial will no
doubt change as the seasons follow each other and spring
arrives. The principles that underlay this editorial remain.
Grandpa's money will "get all" unless we change our
prodigal ways. Our oneness with the human family warrants serious reflection on the fact. Indeed, as Christians
we have a more basis reason to examine our lifestyle in
light of our call to stewardship and our obligation to love
our neighbor even as we love ourselves.

While We Wait
Charlie B. Byers

1 HREE GREAT promises were
given by Christ to the heavy-hearted
disciples as they were approaching the
final days immediately before the
crucifixion. "I shall rise again" (Mark
10:34). He told them, "I will send him
(the Comforter which is the Holy
Ghost) unto you" (John 16:7). "I will
come again" (John 14:3), He assured
them.
The first two of those great
promises have been fulfilled. Christ
did rise again just as He said. He was
seen by the eleven and others, and,
finally, by "above five hundred brethren at once" (I Corinthians 15:6). To
the joy and delight of the disciples and
the women who ministered to Him,
that promise was fulfilled with power.
The second of those great promises
was fulfilled, first, on the day of Pentecost, and then in the continuing ministry of the apostles. With great power
the Holy Ghost came on them as they
prayed and waited according to the
promise, and continued to be manifested throughout their ministry.
The third great promise—"I will
come again"—remains to be fulfilled.
That great promise is the hope of the
church, the Bride. However, there can
be no uncertainty nor doubt about its
fulfillment in God's time. For as faithfully as the first two of those promises
were fulfilled, literally, and in a manifest way for all to see and know, so
will the third great promise be faithfully fulfilled. .
Of that great event, the exact day
and hour is known to no man. "But of
that day and that hour knoweth no
man, no, not the angels which are in
heaven, neither the Son, but the
Father" (Mark 13:32). For that reason
Christ warns, "Wherefore be ye also
ready for in such an hour as ye think
not the Son of man c o m e t h "
(Matthew 24:44).
This is the concern of this message!
The church, the bride is waiting,
knowing that her Lord may come at
any moment. How shall she conduct
herself? What should be her engagement while she waits that great event?
The writer is bishop of the Atlantic Regional
Conference.

Probably a negative statement while
she waits that great event? Probably a
negative statement here may help us
think positively as to what she should
do. She is not to sit idly by and merely
wait as some have done in times past,
even to the point of gathering on a
mountain, a hay stack, or some central place to wait. The Scriptures are
replete with statements that make it
clear that the church is to "occupy till
He comes."
In the parable of the pounds, it was
the servant that did nothing profitably
with his pound, while he waited for his
lord's return, that was severely condemned by the lord when he returned.
The men who exercised bold faith and
worked and planned and used their
pound to profit were the ones that
received commendation and reward
when the lord reckoned with them.
This surely speaks to us that we should
seek every way possible to fulfill our
mission to the world while the bridegroom tarries.
Christ said, "Let your loins be
girded about, and your lights burning;
And ye yourselves like unto men that
wait for their Lord when He will
return from the wedding, that when
He cometh and knocketh they may
open unto Him immediately" (Luke
12:35-36).
Busily engaged doing her work, but
ready to leave at any moment, her
program shall be of such a nature that
there need be no change if the Lord
should suddenly announce His return.
That reminds me of a good friend of
mine who, with his wife, lived very
carefully before the Lord. On one
occasion some one inquired of him,
"What would you do if you knew that
the Lord would come tomorrow?" He
replied, "That would not change my
plans a bit. I live for that every day."
The most important thing is not to
figure out the signs and the times, and
make predictions, but rather to keep
in readiness, and to be busily engaged
in doing the Lord's work.
So now for the "church in waiting."
The work of the great commission has
never been rescinded. It still stands.
"Go ye into all the world and preach
the gospel." The Apostle Paul told the

Corinthian brethren that God has
committed unto us both the word and
the work of reconciliation—the message and the ministry of reconciliation. "God . . . hath given to us the
ministry of reconciliation"; and again,
"God . . . hath committed unto us the
word (the message) of reconciliation"
(II Corinthians 5:18-19).
While the church waits, she is to be
as light to the world and as salt to the
earth. The Apostle Paul speaks to this
point in writing to the Philippian
church: "That ye may be harmless and
blameless the sons of God without
rebuke in the midst of a crooked and
perverse nation among whom ye shine
as lights in the world" (Philippians
2:15). Note carefully—"in the midst
of" a crooked and perverse nation,
shining as lights, in the world but not
of the world, using it but not abusing
it.
Meanwhile, the church is fulfilling
and completing the loving, compassionate work of Christ. During His
earthly ministry He had compassion
on the sick and outcast who flocked to
Him. He went about doing good. He
sent His disciples on a healing mission of evangelism and mercy to
preach, and to heal, and to help.
Christ said, "Inasmuch as ye have
done it unto one of the least of these
my brethren, you have done it unto
me" (Matthew 25:40). And Paul said,
"As we have therefore opportunity, let
us do good unto all men, especially
unto them who are of the household of
faith" (Galatians 6:10).
As the church fills a unique role in
this world, she must ever be the people
of God, separated unto Christ, looking for His return. At the same time
she must diligently stretch every nerve
to pursue the work of the Lord, working at full speed with the help of the
Holy Spirit, and ready to go with her
Lord at any moment.
"Unto them that look for Him shall
He appear the second time without sin
unto salvation." "And the whole creation groans . . . waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our
body" (Romans 8:23).
God help us to occupy well and
wisely, until He comes again.
Evangelical Visitor

Seeking
to Be
Faithful
Doug Hostetter

Akron, Pa.—I felt a strange mixture of fear and excitement as our
flight from Kingston, Jamaica,
touched down at the Jose Marti International Airport in Havana, Cuba. I
had come as part of an American
delegation of Christians at the invitation of the Cuban government's Institute for Friendship with the People.
We had been invited to spend 10 days
visiting schools, factories and collective farms to help the American religious community understand the
Cuban government, society, and people. We had asked for free time to set
up appointments and visits on our own
in order to understand the life of the
church in Cuba today as well. Our
hosts had accommodated us by leaving our evenings as well as all day Sunday free.
Before traveling to Cuba I had
interviewed several of the former
Mennonite and Brethren in Christ
missionaries who had worked in Cuba
before the revolution and the American blockade of Cuba. I had also met
with Ross Nigh, the Canadian coordinator for Brethren in Christ Missions, who had visited some of the
Cuban churches last year. I had come
to Cuba well equipped with names and
addresses of Cuban pastors and
churches which are still active.
Early the first Sunday morning
Merle Crouse, a missions executive for
the Church of the Brethren who was a
member of our delegation, and I
traveled to a Pentecostal Church we
had visited the night before. There we
met a pastor who would guide us to
the Brethren in Christ Church in
Quatro Caminos, about 18 miles outside of Havana.
The writer, a member of the Mennonite Central
Committee Peace Section, visited Cuba from
September 1 to September 10, 1976.
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Juana Garcia, pastor of the congregation, with children singing in the Quatro Caminos
congregation.

After three buses and a 1953
Chevrolet taxi, we arrived at the
church shortly after the service had
begun. At first glance we thought that
the church was empty but then we
realized that the congregation was on
their knees in prayer. We slipped
quietly into the back bench.
We were welcomed with tearful joy
when the congregation got up from
prayer. The Scripture for the morning
was Psalm 100. Pastor Juana Garcia
sent special greetings to their sister
churches in the United States and
Canada. Merle preached a short sermon and I spoke briefly about the
Mennonite Church in South Vietnam
and shared a few thoughts on our unity
in a God who transcends all geographical and political systems. The
congregation seemed to share the excitement of the global church worshipping the one omnipotent God who
calls all people and systems to Him.
During the sharing period later in
the service one of the believers, who
mentioned that we had arrived silently
and unexpectedly just like the second
coming of Christ, hoped that when
Christ really does return He will also
find the congregation on their knees.
The Quatro Caminos church is a
simple church in a small rural village.
Of the total membership of 21 persons, 15 were present at that worship
service. The congregation seemed to

be composed of men and women of all
ages, with a high number of youth participating. The banner with the theme
of the conference which they held
earlier in the year: "Lord, to whom
shall we go?" (John 6:63) still adorned
the front of the church.
Three new members had been baptized the previous month. Baptisms
are still somewhat of a problem since
the Quatro Caminos congregation is
the only Brethren in Christ Church in
Cuba and pastor Juana Garcia is not
ordained, having finished seminary
after all the missionaries left Cuba.
The pastor from the Open Bible
Standard Church in Havana, whom
we met later in the week, said that he
had baptized the most recent converts. He explained that even though
he belonged to another church, he was
willing to baptize the new members
strictly following the tradition of the
Brethren in Christ. One comment
which seemed to be the consensus of
the Christian community was that the
revolution has brought all of the
Christian churches closer together.
The service was closed with some
very good singing from several of the
young people. One young woman
named Elizabeth asked that we carry
"very special greetings from the youth
of the Brethren in Christ Church in
Cuba to the Mennonite and Brethren
in Christ youth in North America."
to page nine

Why

the
Fuss?
Larry Kehler
S O M E CRITICS have sardonically
suggested that television's most
prominent feature is its power to
sedate.
"Just because a lot of people look at
it compulsively for hours on end, or at
any rate like to have it on when they
are around," says Malcolm Muggeridge, "does not necessarily prove
that they are influenced by it other
than superficially."
The British wit goes on to explain
that of the many people who have told
him that they saw him "on the telly,"
no one has so far ever so much as mentioned, let alone quoted, anything he
said.
So why the fuss? If TV puts people
to sleep, is that not a blessing in an age
in which insomnia is running wild and
nervous tension is a constant worry?
A few critics argue that not only are
we dozing off under television's relentless and repetitious onward drone,
we're actually being zombie-ized as a
consequence. Now, that's a more
serious c h a r g e , w o u l d n ' t you
think?—one that we should not take
lying down.
Jack Mabley, a Chicago Tribune
columnist, recently accused TV of
being a bigger peril than the atomic
bomb. He approvingly quoted a reader
who made the following scathing
analysis of television's qualities:
"Televiewing, in my opinion, is the
narcotic that will one day have all of
us zombies of the fullest definition of
the word. People have become so
fascinated by the medium that they no
longer know how to converse, how to
think, how to behave in public, and,
like all dope addicts, have lost allegiance to moral values on which this
nation was built."
The writer, recent editor of The Mennonite, is
now pastor of a congregation in Winnipeg,
Manitoba. This article is the first in a series of
three.

If that's the heart of the matter, I
can hear some saying, the thing for
Christian people to do is to swear off
the tube permanently. Ban it from the
home and from the lounges of our
church schools—and that will be that.
Some families are following that
route, but their number appears to be
dwindlmg. Total abstinence is now
rarely practiced.
Banning the television screen from
our living and family rooms may not
solve the problem. Children from TVdeprived homes seem to have sundry
and ingenious ways of finding friends
who can provide them with several
hours of illicit viewing every week. A
few Hutterite colonies in Manitoba
are discovering that even their well-insulated communities are not capable
of protecting their young from the
electronic screen's allurements. Somehow their young men are finding ways
of seeing Hockey Night in Canada and
other favorite programs.
Television can thus be an issue even
for families without sets. The question which TV-less families must ask
themselves is: Should we ignore the
medium altogether, washing our
hands of its effects because we don't
have a set, or should we provide at
least some guidance, knowing that our
children will likely get in some viewing sometime and someplace?
It must be noted that not nearly all
critics are agreed that television is
merely an anesthetic and no more.
They would concur that the broadcast
industry tends to shape most of its
programming for a target audience
that seems always to be below average in intelligence and sensitivity. Its
content rarely rises above mediocrity.
But these observers would insist that
far from being a mere sleep-inducer,
this, the newest of the mass media,
tends to be a stimulant toward
violence, greed, and other undesirable
behavior. They are deeply concerned,
for example, about what the medium
is doing to children. (TV violence and
its effect on youngsters will be highlighted in a later article in this series.)
Here is a quick survey of what a few
of the critics are saying in the religious press:
• Carol Miller (Christian Herald,
October 10, 1976) listed ten questions
people should ask themselves to see if
TV has gained the upper hand in their
lives. Among the queries she poses are
these: "Does your television disrupt
your meals, either by dictating when
to eat or by calling some family member to another room? . . . Have you
ever resented an unexpected visit from
a friend because he interrupted your
viewing? . . . Have you become
tolerant of language or vulgar be-

havior on the electronic screen that
you once would have considered
shocking?"
• John Stapert, editor of the
Church Herald (May 2, 1975) and a
psychologist with marriage counseling experience, wrote: "When it comes
to impact on family life, I've often
picked on the soap operas, because I
think they're really harmful. Everyone of them is filled with suspicion and
intrigue . . . Everyone pretty much
expects infidelity."
In A. D. Magazine's "Platform"
series, Harry Skornia (March 1976)
charged: "I fear that never before have
human beings been battered, confused, deceived, and conditioned to
violence and greed as by commercial
television . . . today. In selling the
'goods' of the American way, private
economic powers leave frustration in
the wake. Our epitaph may read: "We
didn't know it was loaded." He recommends that Christians stop watching
exploitative programs and that they
boycott the sponsors of such shows.
• "Television is not only an invader, it is a robber," writes Betty
Lundberg (The Wesleyan Advocate,
April 3, 1972). "Christians who talk
long and loud on the evils of drugs are
hooked on TV. . . . Not only is the
furniture grouped around the set, but
lives and living are dependent on television."
• Deacon Anderson, an information specialist with a public utility
company, takes a more philosophical
view in Covenant Companion (October 15, 1975): "It's not an easy thing
for a body of believers born out of the
'readers' tradition—whose near-creed
is 'Where is it written?'—to come to
terms with television. . . . It is particularly difficult to see television for
what it really is because we usually see
what we don't want to see on the newscasts, and the commercial content of
TV runs the gamut from unwholesome to outright disgusting. TV is
neither wholesome nor unwholesome.
It is not radio-with-pictures. TV is to
radio what a birthday cake is to a loaf
of sliced white bread—some of the into page fourteen
Evangelical Visitor

Religious News
"Good News Bible" Sales
Total Million in Month
In its first month of distribution, the
American Bible Society's "Good News
Bible" sold one million copies—exceeding
records set by other best-sellers.
Dr. Laton Holmgren, senior general
secretary of the ABS, noted as an example
that Billy Graham's book, Angels, God's
Secret Agents, the best-selling non-fiction
book of 1975, sold 810,000 copies in its
first three months.
He said the Society is not surprised at
the success of the New Bible, because
"from the immense advance interest in the
'Good News Bible,' we knew sales would
be very rapid. The first print order was set
at 1.2 million."
The New Testament in Today's English
Version, also known as "Good News for
Modern Man," set sales records when it
was first issued by the Society in 1966.
During its first year, distribution exceeded
five million copies. Total circulation since
1966 has exceeded 55 million copies worldwide.
Two Canadian Journalists Launch
Faith Today Magazine
Canadian evangelicals will have an independent, interdenominational newsfeature magazine, if plans by journalists
Leslie K. Tarr and Barrie Doyle materialize.
Faith Today, the name for the new
monthly periodical, will attempt to speak
to an estimated 1,000,000 evangelical Canadians who at present have only four
publications now characterized as "house
organs" or denominational journals.
All of Canada's leading evangelicals
have declared themselves in support of the
proposed magazine, says Managing Editor
Barrie Doyle, who adds, "Our target
audience is the lay-cleric leadership level of
our churches. We hope that through Faith
Today Canadian Christians will find out
what other Christians are doing across this
land and will no longer be dependent on
publications from other countries in order
to keep informed about their own nation."
Cleaver's "Profession of Faith"
Sponsored By Texas Baptists
Eldridge Cleaver, the former black militant and Communist who has professed his
faith in Jesus Christ, will proclaim his conversion to Christianity in a television
advertising campaign in Texas.
The promotion is part of a four-week
campaign in February and March sponsored by the Baptist General Convention
of Texas.
Among others featured in the TV ads
are Dean Jones, the actor; Jeannie C.
Riley, the country and western singer, and
Billy Johnson, the Houston Oilers' football player.
February
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Revival in Sweden?
Sweden may be on the brink of a major
religious revival, stated evangelist Billy
Graham at the conclusion of a five-day
Crusade in Gothenburg, the country's second largest city. "What we are witnessing
here in Gothenburg is the nearest thing to a
genuine revival of religion that I have seen
in a long time,'* the 58 year old evangelist
told reporters.
The 14,000 seat Scandinavian arena
was filled to capacity, and on some nights
hundreds waited outside in the snow, unable to gain admission. At the conclusion
of each sermon hundreds moved down to
the arena floor in response to the evangelist's call for public commitment to
Christ.
Communism Called Continuing Danger
To Religious Freedom by Dr. Hruby
Communism is no longer monolithic,
but it still presents a danger for religious
and other freedoms, according to Dr.
Blahoslav Hruby, editor of Religion in
Communist Dominated Areas (RCDA).
" I am concerned and sometimes
alarmed and appalled by the lack of concern on the part of Christians in the USA
and the Free World for the plight of believers in the Soviet Union and other Communist countries," said Dr. Hruby, a
Czech-born Presbyterian clergyman from
New York.
He addressed the Cincinnati and
Northern Kentucky chapters of the Americans United for the Separation of Church
and State at a meeting here commemorating the anniversary of the Bill of Rights.
Actress Abandons TV Career
To Join Christian Community
Ann B. Davis, best known as the snappy
maid "Alice" on The Brady Bunch TV
show, has celebrated her first year away
from acting to live with an 18-member
Christian community in Denver with
fellow Episcopalians.
This past year, says the 50-year-old
actress, has been one of the best years of
her life.
The New York native told Linda
Cornett of the Knight News Service that
she was a "cradle Episcopalian," but that
she has been reeducated with the Episcopal
group in Denver.
A good salary, the plaudits from peers
and a second career opportunity were not
enough for her, Miss Davis said.
"God made us with a God-shaped space
in us that can only be filled by God."
Tea Is Replacing Coffee
On Salvation Army Menu
The rising price of coffee has caused the
Salvation Army to drop the popular brew
from the menu. Clients will instead be
offered a nice hot cup of tea for five cents
at the canteen.
"We simply cannot afford it any
longer," Capt. Charles Wood, Memphis
director, said in explaining the move. He
said the onetime "nickel" cup of coffee had
been raised to 15 cents a cup "and we were
about to have to raise the price again."

Evangelical Theologians Wrestle
"Inerrancy" Issue At Society Meet
Some 150 representatives of the 1,170member Evangelical Theological Society
wrestled with the doctrine of biblical inerrancy at the organization's annual meeting Dec. 27-29.
Dr. Kenneth Kantzer, dean of Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School, Deerfield,
111., stated that "the case for inerrancy
rests precisely where it always has—on the
lordship of Christ and His commission to
His representatives. . . . Therefore, inerrancy will remain a key doctrine for the
evangelical church for as long as Christ is
Lord."
However, he warned that "inerrancy"
should not be made a test for Christian fellowship instead of Christ."
Dr. Richard Bube, chairman of the
Department of Material Science at Stanford University, had petitioned ETS to
define inerrancy or to substitute some
other term, such as "authoritative" in the
membership statement.
After a two-hour executive session, the
ETS officers decided to make no change in
the membership statement.
Dr. Walter Kaiser, professor of Old
Testament at Trinity, is the new ETS
president.

Psychics Bombed In
Last Year's Predictions
The nation's leading psychics failed
miserably in their "startling predictions"
for 1976, according to an item in Religious News Service.
Among predictions carried by the
National Enquirer a year ago for 1976
were these misguided forecasts:
Nelson Rockefeller will become President. There will be an amazing new cancer
drug discovered. Weddings will be announced for J a c k i e and C a r o l i n e .
Kissinger will lose his job . . . and his wife.
Pope Paul will resign. Richard Nixon will
make a slow climb back to power. A truce
will halt the violence in Northen Ireland. . . .
Of 58 predictions made by 10 psychics,
54 were wide of the mark, including:
A terrorist bomb will wreck a federal
building in Washington, D. C. An Easter
disaster, an earthquake, will hit Las Vegas,
Nev. Death will take a top member of the
Kennedy clan.
And there will be a visit from beings
from outer space.

Nazarene Church Cites Gain
Of 18,653 In Membership
The Church of the Nazarene has
reported an increase of 18,653 (3.18 percent) in its worldwide active church
membership, bringing the total to 605,185.
Sunday school enrollment was reported
at 1.23 million, with an average attendance of 653,077.
Worldwide membership giving was
$169,902,267, up $17,821,569 from the
previous year. Per capita figures were
$309.78 worldwide, $357.90 in the United
States, and $423.01 in Canada.

On Packing

Suitcases
Mildred Nigh
R E M E M B E R the game children
play that goes like this: I pack my
trunk for California and in it I put—a
toothbrush? Players in turn added to
the cargo. Our family played this
game when we first came to Crete with
Mennonite Central Committee,
attempting to fasten in our minds the
Greek names of common items. Now,
some 30 months later, we could well
play the game again. It would go like
this: I pack my trunk for home and in
it I put—one thyme-scented mountain, large amounts of Cretan hospitality, one flock of belled sheep, a
scale of values that places people
ahead of things, a patch of blue sea
and a ton of Cretan oranges.
Unlikely contents for a trunk? Not
if we do the packing in our minds, not
unlike giant trunks that store all the
events and impressions our senses
have taken in since our arrival on
Crete. Our packing task may primarily be one of sorting and assessment. When MCC sends out its
workers in the name of Christ the
assessment is spelled out. The returns
the workers receive regardless of
their contribution cannot be anticipated, much less spelled out.
Cretan hospitality, for example,
cannot be spelled out or pinned down
to a pattern. But we mean to take
some home with us. To the newcomer
and stranger it contains every element
of surprise and, delight, emerging at
unexpected times and places. It may
also contain elements of acute indigestion. We were asked to katsi ligo,
sit awhile, and as we sat an entire meal
was being prepared for us. Garden
snails and lamb's innards soup notwithstanding, Greek food is among the
world's best, quite cleverly seasoned
with herbs of the mountains. If we
didn't care for food inundated with
olive oil, we could subtly drain it with
a fork between plate and mouth.
Occasions for hospitality are legion
—a baby's baptism, a party celebrating the day of the saint the host was
The Nighs—Harold, Mildred and their children—are completing a second term of Voluntary Service under MCC.
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named after, a wedding, the arrival of
a relative from a home village or
simply the fact that we were there and
they were singularly honored with our
presence. Nowhere will a stranger receive greater courtesy than in Crete.
Whenever people have few material
goods, they seem to have instead the
capacity to share eagerly what they do
have with dignity and grace.
Second only to the hospitality of
Crete is the loveliness of the landscape. The undulating pattern of the
mountains against the sky at sunset or
the moon rising at night out of a
"wine-colored sea" are never-to-beforgotten pictures we'll take home
with us. The island is bathed in brilliant sunshine for most of the year.
Light plays a dramatic role on the
landscape, sharply outlining with
lights and shadows the rocks and the
simple lines of the dwellings. These
dwellings, shaped like little boxes, are
arranged haphazardly into villages on
the hillside, the mountaintop or
nestled in the valley. Surrounding the
villages are the olive groves. Sheep
and goats with bells attached are
always on the move in search of the
sparse forage and here and there a
donkey, that patient animal so associated with Mill paths and olive trees, is
tethered.
We will also pack Cretan customs
that at first seemed so strange to us.
Some of them may prove to be impractical at home, but they will all
make happy memories. To eat from a
common dish and proffer food on the
fork we are using to a guest of honor
would be distasteful at North American tables. Unappealing too is the
practice of serving sweets at the beginning of a meal, before we ever come to
the table.
Nor will we spend our days
preparing our daughter's prika or
dowry as all respectable Cretan
mothers must do, so that our girls can
be married with 40 hand-embroidered
sheets and matching pillowcases plus
sundry linens. For that matter we will
not need to charge our minds with the

responsibility of finding the right husbands for our girls and negotiating the
number of olive trees and the amount
of money needed to close the engagement.
One both heartwarming and
frustrating custom is the practice of
bringing culinary offerings to our door
with problematic regularity since we
know that no dish is returned empty to
its owner. Our oilless cooking has little
appeal to the Greek taste and the
dishes have a way of stacking up.
Fortunately they like our cakes baked
in ovens unlike the kind they use.
Worship customs we cannot share.
We do not kiss icons, light candles in
church, cross ourselves in the manner
of the Greek Orthodox nor kiss the
priest's hand. Yet in the liturgy there
is something that appeals to all who
hold God in reverence. We remind
ourselves of a debt we owe to the
Orthodox Church, for it was the early
church councils and fathers, from
which the Orthodox claim uninterrupted succession, that fixed the canon
of the Bible and did much to preserve
it in their monasteries during the Middle Ages. In their worship, there is not
one meaningless thing in all the rich
and colorful display, or as one writer
puts it, there is not one piece of embroidery that hasn't been pinned into
position by time.
As is always the case in packing,
something will be forgotten. We hope
to forget the frustrations and humiliations of our ever faulty Greek. It will
be good to forget the bone-chilling
winter days on our side of the island,
when we all ate with our coats on at
one of the neighbors' homes and the
teachers in the schoolroom wrote
lessons on the blackboard with their
gloves on. We'll try to forget the
baffling unpredictability of the Cretan
personality that made schedules impossible and punctuality a joke.
Because we return with our trunk
to page nine
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FAITHFUL
from page five

The years of greatest hardship for
the Cuban churches were immediately after the revolution. In the early
1960's the United States first instituted an economic blockade against
Cuba. The blockade, which is still in
effect, incorporates U.S. law prohibiting support from the United
States for missionaries or mission
churches in Cuba. At that time all of
the Mennonite and Brethren in Christ
and all but one of the other Protestant
missionaries left.
Immediately after the revolution the
government was suspicious of many of
the churches, most of whom at that
time actively opposed the new government. Some Christians even participated in the CIA—sponsored Bay of
Pigs invasion. During that period of
turmoil the churches were closely
watched. Juana Garcia mentioned that
if a stranger came into the church she
would immediately switch to preaching on John 3:16, feeling that that passage would least likely be misunderstood as something subversive. But for
many years now the tension between
the church and the state has subsided,
and freedom of religion is guaranteed
by the new Cuban constitution
adopted in 1975.
The Reverend Paul Caballos, a
Presbyterian pastor, pointed out the
dilemma for the Cuban church today.
"For years we as Christians claimed to
be God's people. We claimed to care
about the needy, feed the hungry and
clothe the naked, but mostly it was
just words. And now we have a
government which is doing these very
things. Do you remember Christ's parable of the father who had two sons?
He asked both to work in his vineyard. One of the sons said yes but did
nothing. The other son said no but
turned around and did what his father
had commanded. Christ turned to the
people and asked which was the real
son of the father. And the people responded, 'The son who actually did as
his father commanded.'" Caballos
went on to point out that many times
in the Bible where God's people were
unfaithful, God would use even pagan
kings to do His will.
Despite the difficulties of the Cuban
church, however, I came away from
Cuba with great hope. In both of the
seminaries I visited there was much
talk of the new church which is now
being born. It is too early to tell what
this church will look like. But it is
evident that there are many Christians who are seeking to be faithful to
God and to understand what He would
have them do within the new society in
Cuba today.
February 10,1977

PACKING SUITCASES
from page eight

full we must give thought to what we
are leaving behind that is worthwhile.
What has been our contribution in this
place? In the area of agricultural
development it is not so difficult to
make an assessment of improved
methods and techniques, animal
strains and crops, thanks also to the
appreciable contribution of those who
came before us. More difficult to
evaluate, but perhaps more important, is the spiritual and moral contribution that all Christians are compelled to make no matter where they
find themselves. We have lived as a

Christian family in a foreign culture
with no other English-speaking people
in the village. We have worked, worshipped, studied—our three teen-age
daughters attended the local high
school—visited and played with our
neighbors. We came not to pull down
the existing church structure but to
work with and through it. How much
of our evangelical witness we will leave
behind us only God can judge. He gave
us many opportunities to speak of the
faith that is in us. We are thankful to
Him and to MCC for the opportunity
and privilege of serving Him in Crete.

The Women's Missionary Prayer Circle
of the
Brethren In Christ Church
announces a

Missions Play-Writing Contest
open to all ages
Award winners in two categories will receive $25 each. One
of the plays will be produced for the WMPC Rally at the
Brethren in Christ Bicentennial General Conference at
Grantham, Pennsylvania in July 1978.
Rules of the contest:
1. The script must appeal to children of JMPB age (6-12). Children may be
included in the cast, or the entire play may be written for a child cast.
2. The production length of the play must be approximately 20 minutes.
3. The script must deal with Brethren in Christ missions. The topic may be
approached historically, biographically, through the retelling of a true
story, or by some other means. Suggested sources for information are files
of old Visitors, There Is No Difference (written by Anna Engle, John
Climenhaga, and Leoda Buckwalter), missions yearbooks, Therefore, the
missions office in Elizabethtown, or missionaries themselves.
4. Contestants will be divided into two categories: up to and including 16
years of age, and over 16. Collaborations are permitted.
5. Prizes: $25 for the best script in each category; $15 for the second place
script in each category. WMPC reserves the right to withhold first prize if a
suitable manuscript is not submitted.
6. WMPC will choose which of the winning entries will be produced at
General Conference.
7. Two copies of each manuscript must be submitted. A self-addressed,
correctly stamped envelope must be sent with each set of manuscripts to
provide for their return to the author after the contest. Scripts must be
typed, firmly bound, and the author's name must not appear anywhere in
the manuscripts themselves. Accompanying the script should be a
statement granting WMPC permission to produce, and the author's name,
age, address, and telephone number.
8. Entries must be postmarked by June 15,1977. Send all manuscripts to:
Mrs. Harriet Bicksler
1803 Mulberry St.
Harrisburg, PA 17104

Singles and the Congregation
Sonja Stump

R E C E N T L Y , I had the privilege of
attending the Positive Christian
Singles Conference held at the Garden
Grove Community Church, Garden
Grove, California. Its purpose was to
affirm the place of singles in the
church and our world today and to
meet the needs of these singles.
During the four days a number of
seminars and workshops were offered.
These workships included:
The Challenge of Being Single
Self-Assertiveness for Singles
Finances for Singles
Dating, Relating, Remarriage
Learning to Live Alone
Sonja is a member of the Upland Brethren in
Christ Church. She served as conference photographer at the recent General Conference.

Host pastor, Robert Schuller, of the
Hour of Power TV Broadcast, presented an opening challenge to make
your commitment, within the will of
God, then solve the problems of the
single life.
Today, because of a number of
factors, there are a growing number of
singles in the United States. (Singles
include never married, divorced or
widowed persons.)
Is the church aware of the needs and
interests of single adults and of the
potential influence of the church?
In this coupled society many singles
face discrimination such as, "You're
our little unclaimed jewel," or "Since
he's over 30 and never married, he
must be a homosexual," etc.
Excuses and explanations are not
really helpful. Relating to one an-

Jesus: The Single Perspective
Glenn A. Ginder

I N OUR culture where two is thought
to be a "whole number" while one is
odd; in a paired off "Noah's Ark"
society; in our Christian community
that focuses on family; it is almost
startling to think of Jesus as a single.
But there on the pages of history is the
God/Man who took into His heart
men, women, singles, families, young
and old. He affirmed each one who responded to Him. He made them His
family and bosom friend. He saw no
need to prove His manhood or anything else by marrying and bearing
children. We may confidently assume
that His celibate lifestyle was not a
cop-out because He was emotionally
unprepared for the rigors of marriage
or because He lacked appeal with the
opposite sex. The Jesus of the Scripture, the Galilean teacher, was a
robust man whose sensitivity and inner
The writer is associate pastor of the Upland
Brethren in Christ Church. He is also assistant
Moderator for the 1976-1978 biennium.
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poise made Him an attractive person
"favored by God and all the people."
His singleness was deliberate.
Contrast this model of God-in-theflesh with the pattern of God-in-history. In the very dawn of creation God
chose to form His creatures male and
female. In that Genesis scene it is
common to view God's search for a
"help meet for Adam" primarily in
the context of the marriage relationship. But, in fact, the "help" He
sought was more foundational, since
without woman man had only the
beasts, and among them "there was
not found an help meet for him." For
real communion that met his intellectual and spiritual need, the woman
became the man's perfect counterpart
in body, soul and spirit. Then God, in
order to provide for stability in society
and for safeguards in procreation
brought them together as husband and
wife to share a unique kind of oneness
(Genesis 2:18-25).

other as a person, reaching out and
understanding the individual's particular needs, and being a friend are
methods of aiding a single in your congregation.
One pastor said, "I only have two
single people in my congregation." As
a challenge he was told to take a
survey of his people. By passing out information cards on a Sunday morning he received a census of 53 singles in
the church. Surprising? Singles are
quite often low profile persons and
overlooked or avoided by others.
The Positive Christian Singles
Conference served as a place for
singles to learn how to cope with feelings of loneliness and frustrations in a
society where " 1 " is an odd number.
The Upland Church is attempting
to focus upon singles and their needs.
An educational process for the congregation is underway to help everyone be in the position of understanding and accepting single adults and
comprehending that being single for
awhile or always is another choice of
an adult today.
A man treating his singleness with a
sense of humor, walked into a
restaurant. The hostess asked if he
were alone. He quickly replied, "No!
there are 47 million of us!"

As the Old Testament story unfolds
it is apparent that God was designing
His society in terms of the marriage
relationship and the ensuing home. By
precepts and laws and models He instructed His people in the permanency
and the purpose of this strong and intimate institution. Through His Apostle
Paul He even compared marriage with
the intimate relationships between
Christ and the church.
It may seem curious that the God
who deliberately wove marriage and
family into the very warp and woof of
his society should choose, in the fullness of time, to step to center stage in
the person of the celibate Galilean.
Actually it is more than curious. It is
powerfully significant. It says loud and
clear, that to be married or single is
not the issue. Both states are fully
approved in the Divine order! The
issue, the real message of God,
whether engraved or incarnate, is the
good news that there is wholeness for
every person—whatever their state or
relationship. Jesus, by His words and
His lifestyle, clearly affirmed singleness, but He did not crusade for it. His
crusade, His mission, was personhood. The clear implication is this: let
each individual discover the wholeness Jesus offers and then he can be
single and fulfilled or he can be married and fulfilled.
t0 page fourteen
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The Best of
Two Worlds
Abraham Davis, Jr.
W H A T better way to learn of
"special benefits" that students receive
from living and studying at Messiah
College's urban campus in the proverbial "city of brother love" than from
the students themselves?
In our promotional brochures, composed by administrators and faculty,
you can read formal descriptions of
the Philadelphia campus being "a
satellite . . . venture unprecedented in
American higher education" or "an
urban center . . . which combines the
advantages of the small Christian college and the large university" with "a
wide variety of majors" (about 45),
but you may not read more relevant
sentiments than those expressed
variously by a sample of students—past and present.
This is true despite the erudite
phrasing of one graduate and staff
member who expressed some of the
special benefits thusly: "To interchange with today's monolithic consensus—the contemporary normative
secular milieu and to have 'firmed up'
and authenticated one's principles by
the process of apologetics." More
simply, and yet profoundly stated, is
her added observation in terms of Be-

Dr. Davis is dean of Messiah College's Philadelphia Campus.

coming More Truly Human in learning to "interact with ghetto and ethnic
groups and other city people . . ."
Along with his statements of the
obvious benefits regarding "immediate access . . . to Temple University's
facilities and all the college libraries"
plus "access to the cultural . . . events
in Philadelphia . . . ," another graduate notes the peculiar educational
benefit of living "in a community
where one's own culture is a minority
Still another former student, currently on the staff at the Center,
adds the special benefits of putting her
"faith in practice in situations where
not all the people around . . . are
fellow-believers" and in meeting
"many radically different kinds of
people—Christian and non-Christian,
including the modern Jewish population."
Some present u n d e r g r a d u a t e
students have expressed similar special
benefits such as the "constant and unavoidable interaction with the secular
. . . society, while drawing from the
source of a small Christian group,"
the "warm, 'homey' place . . ." (the
Philadelphia Campus) to which one
may return.
The special benefits are aptly expressed by the current student president of the urban campus:

A view from the dining room at the Philadelphia Campus through the sliding doors onto the enclosed
patio.
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At this campus we have the "best of
two worlds'"—we have the benefits of a
large university with facilities and
specializations, and concurrently have
the intimacy of a small Christian College.
The life at the Center provides the
opportunity for a rural person to experience life, culture, and problems of a
large city, while still having a base of
Christian fellowship . . .
This Center provides a kind of "half
way house" between the protected environment and the secular world. Students . . . are forced to personalize their
commitment, yet they do not have to do
it alone. They can draw strength and receive guidance from the Christian fellowship and from the Christian
academic and humanizing courses at the
Center.

The student president's observations could have served as the conclusion of this article had he included the
unique, cross-cultural Puerto Rican
and Afro-American courses offered in
January and May of each year at the
Philadelphia campus, for Messiah students as well as for students from
other colleges.
These special cross-cultural offerings serve as an adequate alternative
to the traditional language requirement for the non-language major.
If this report attempted to be exhaustive, other special benefits would
have to be described in relation to this
upper division "academic Christian
community" for Messiah and other
college students. Since that was not
the assignment nor the expectation,
then, as the executive administrator as
well as the assigned reporter, I will
conclude with the part of the student
president's observation that "at this
campus, we have the 'best of two
worlds,' . . . the benefits of a large university (or universities and a large historic, cultural city) with facilities and
specialization along with the intimacy
of a small Christian College . . ."
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Shirley Heisey, R.N., who first went to
Africa as a missionary nurse in 1963, left
January 15 to begin her third missionary
term of service. A member of the Shenks
congregation, PA, she returns to the nursing staff of Macha Hospital, Zambia.
Robert Brubaker let January 12 to begin
a Voluntary Service assignment in Zambia, teaching at Macha Secondary School.
A member of the Chambersburg, PA congregation, Bob returns to the country
where his parents, Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker, were missionaries for a
number of years. He is a 1976 graduate of
Messiah College.

On January 23, Abram Bert left for
Zambia, where he begins a Voluntary
Service assignment as Financial Secretary. A member of South Mountain
Chapel, PA, he joins two brothers and a
sister who are also working with the
church in Zambia.

Dennis Myers, a 1976 graduate of
Messiah College, left January 12 for Zambia, where he begins a Voluntary Service
teaching assignment at Choma Secondary
School. His membership is with the Five
Forks, PA congregation.

Richard and Marlene Martin, with
Rhonda and Jesse, left January 23 to begin
missionary service in Zambia. Rich will
become assistant administrator of Macha
Hospital. They have been giving pastoral
leadership in the Moonshine (PA) United
Zion congregation. The son of J. Paul
Martin, the United Zion Church's representative to the Board for Missions, Rich
had Voluntary Service experience in
Africa in 1968-70.
Mary Biser, R.N., begins a Voluntary
Service nursing assignment at Macha Hospital, Zambia, having left for Africa
January 15. She received the B.S. in Nursing Degree from Eastern Mennonite College in December 1976. Mary recently
joined the Locust Grove, PA congregation.
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The Foundation Series, the cooperative
Sunday school curriculum project,
directed the first week of seminars on "The
Congregation as a Learning Community."
Rev. John A. Brubaker, executive director of the Board of Christian Education,
and editor for Grades 7 and 8 for The
Foundation Series, conducted the second
week of seminars on "Development of the
Sunday School Curriculum."
The final week of seminars was led by
Dr. Helmut Harder, Professor of Theology at the Canadian Mennonite Bible
College, and chairman of The Foundation
Series editorial council. His studies were
on the purposes and outcomes of Christian education.
Along with giving leadership to the
daytime classes on campus, the three men
conducted evening seminars in three
churches: West Swamp Mennonite
Church, Quakertown; the Chambersburg
Brethren in Christ Church, and the Lancaster Brethren in Christ Church.
Oratorio Society to Feature Jerome Hines
The Grantham Oratorio Society recently began rehearsals for the annual concert
on Sunday afternoon, April 24, at 3:00
p.m. Dr. Ronald R. Sider is in his ninth
season as director of the 250-voice group.
The concert, with full orchestra accompaniment, will feature the world-famous
Metropolitan Opera basso and dedicated
Christian layman, Jerome Hines.
The music for the concert will include
Bach's Easter cantata, Christ lag in Todesbauden (in English), and selections from
Moussorgsky's opera, Boris Goudonov,
and Mr. Hines' opera based on the life of
Christ, / Am The Way.
The concert, which will be held in the
larger Brubaker Auditorium of the Campus Center, is expected to again have a
capacity crowd.
Ministers Conference
The 1977 Ministers Conference at Messiah College, scheduled for March 1 and 2,
will feature the diverse resources of people
on campus. All sessions this year will be
under the leadership of college faculty and
administrative personnel.
The conference will provide special
assistance to ministers and spouses in
preaching, leadership, Christian education, and numerous other areas of
church life. The theme "The Church
Alive," suggests a straightforward and
dynamic view of the possibilities of the
church.
Persons interested in more information
should contact the conference director,
David P. McBeth, who also has served as
chairman of the planning committee.

MESSIAH COLLEGE

NIAGARA
CHRISTIAN COLLEGE

Christian Education Seminars
Foundations of Christian Education
Seminars were conducted at Messiah College during the January Term.
Dr. Paul Lederach, executive director of

Messiah Faculty on Campus
Featured on NCC campus in January
were representatives from Messiah College. On January 7, Ron Long spoke in
chapel and then spent the rest of the day
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interviewing a number of prospective students for Messiah.
Morris Sider, chairman of Messiah's
History Department, gave a series of
lectures on the Brethren in Christ Church
in chapel and Bible classes from January
17 to 20. Relating to our heritage, Dr.
Sider focused attention on the origin and
various Anabaptist and brotherhood convictions. Well placed illustrations vividly
recalled the past. The student body and
faculty were stimulated by and came to a
new appreciation of Brethren in Christ
religious and social orientation.

MCC

Orie O. Miller
Early in the blustery winter evening of
January 10, 1977, Orie O. Miller slipped
quietly from a coma to his death at Landis
Retirement Home near Lancaster, Pa.
Born July 7, 1892, in Middlebury, Ind., he
was approaching his 85th birthday.
The son of a minister, Daniel D. Miller,
Orie had in his early years felt called to
either the ministry or the mission field.
However, although he was in the lot
several times at his home church, Ephrata
(Pa.) Mennonite, he was never chosen.
Nor did the opportunity for a career in
missions ever materialize.
"I have for years felt that I have been
called to missionary work, and always felt
that the evangelistic end of that work
would appeal to me most," he wrote in a
March 1919 letter to George J. Lapp. "But
every new place I get, they stick me where
money is to be counted, to be kept record
of, or to be spent."
His exceptional gifts in administration
involved him in many facets of Mennonite
church life.
But relief and mission work remained
closest to Orie Miller's heart during his
life. On January 25, 1919, he left his wife,
Elta Wolf Miller, and tiny daughter, Lois,
behind to join six other young men in
Middle East war relief work for over a
year. Orie's administrative gifts were soon
recognized and he moved up quickly
through the ranks of administration, becoming director of the entire Syrian operation of Near East Relief by the following
September.
On his way home from the Middle East
he met four Russian Mennonites in
Switzerland who had brought news of their
February
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Students Involved in Here's Life
Gene Chase, Assl. Professor of Mathematics
"It's what I should have been doing all
along."
"I learned the importance of depending on the power of the Holy Spirit, and
how to do so."
"I had to stop calling because I had as
many appointments as I could handle."
Such comments could be heard on
campus in November when 36 students
attended a Here's Life Institute—a weekend of training in sharing their faith—on
campus, one of thousands of such Institutes held nationwide. Of these
students, 16 participated in eight days of
telephone evangelism and the resulting
follow-up through the G r a n t h a m
Church, one of over 120 participating
churches in the Susquehanna Valley. Together with community members, they
called 400 homes, sharing the gospel with
95, providing them with an opportunity

suffering and pleas for help to European
and North American Mennonites. Soon
the Mennonite Relief Commission in the
United States was asking him to consider
leadership of a Russian relief unit. The
Mennonite Central Committee was
formed and he with two companions left
for Russia on September 1, 1920.
When in 1924 Mennonite Central Committee was established as a permanent organization, Miller was involved in its
administration and continued in a leadership role until retiring in 1963 at which
time he was named life member and
Executive Secretary Emeritus.
"Orie Miller was 'Mr. M C C and he still
holds this place in the minds and hearts of
Mennonite people of all branches," comments Paul Erb in Orie O. Miller: The
Story of a Man and an Era.
Orie Miller is survived by his second
wife. Elta Myers Miller,-five children and
three step-children.
A Bible, the Mennonite Yearbook and a
world map, the three musts which Orie
Miller always carried in his briefcase, form
the framework within which he lived his
life.

50th Anniversary
The nieces and nephews of Rev. and
Mrs. David H. Wenger, 631 Reservoir St.,
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, honored
their aunt and uncle on their 50th Wedding
Anniversary at an open house, October 9,
1976, in the Air Hill Brethren in Christ
Church.
The couple was married October 12,
1926, in the home of the bride by the bridegroom's father, the late Rev. David H.
Wenger, Sr. Mrs. Wenger is the daughter
of the late Joseph and Lydia Hawbaker
Musser.
The maid of honor, Mrs. Leah Bert,
sister of the bride, Newburg, Pa., and the
best man, Lester Zook, cousin of the bride-

to receive Christ. Twenty-eight of those
95 did pray for forgiveness and new life;
52 homes were visited in follow-up.
Everyone was scared, but having
someone alongside praying by name for
the person being called made all persons
calling aware of their dependence on God
as they took the initiative to share Jesus
Christ. One participant was sure that his
greatest lesson was the importance of
responding in obedience, not depending
on feelings or results. Several students
expressed a willingness to continue
beyond the media campaign, beyond the
cooperative effort of area churches.
That's the result of just eight days. We
hope that in the coming semester the
evangelism will continue. Pray that we
will as a way of life obey Jesus' Great
Commission to go into all our world with
His Word.

groom, Rising Sun, Maryland, attended
the celebration.
A musical salute was presented by Mr.
and Mrs. James Motter, a niece and husband of Rev. Wenger, from Chambersburg, Pa. A money tree was generously
decorated by the 150 guests who attended.
Rev. Wenger was ordained to the ministry in 1944. He and his wife served eight
years with the Mowersville, Pa., congregation and in 1952 went to the Buffalo
Mission for two years. In 1956 the
Wenger's accepted a call at the Valley
Chapel Church, Canton, Ohio, and served
there until 1960; 1960-1964 in Abilene,
Kansas; 1964-1968 at Union Grove, New
Paris, Ind., and then in 1968, the Wengers
went on to serve the Mooretown-Sandusky, Mich., congregations until 1975.
Emma Wenger has always been a
devoted helpmate to Rev. Wenger in his
calling. She will long be loved and remembered by her many class students as a
devoted teacher in Bible school, Sunday
school and in Good News Clubs.
In July, 1975, Rev. and Mrs. Wenger
were forced to retire due to his ill health.
They are presently members of the Chambersburg Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe S. Bert, Chambersburg, were hosts, representing the
Wengers' nieces and nephews from the
Bert, Musser and Wenger families.
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WHY THE FUSS?
from page six

THE SINGLE PERSPECTIVE
from page ten
As followers of Jesus and proponents of the authority of the
whole of Scripture we do well to consciously affirm those who are single
and those who are married. To do this
effectively we will need to expend
greater energy in listening and learning so we avoid the easy and sometimes false assumptions about the
needs and concerns of either group.
This kind of wholesome exploration
and open affirmation will allow our
youth growing up in a coupled society
to major on wholeness without being
pressured into marriage as the only
acceptable option. It will also communicate to singles, whether widowed,
divorced or never married, that the
church's focus is the Family of God in
which there are no second-class members.

CHURCH NEWS
from page thirteen

CONFERENCES
Allegheny
Special guest speaker at the Air Hill
Church on Wednesday, Jan. 12, was Rev.
Earl Schultz, Overseas Director for Youth
for Christ. The pastor is Rev. Roger
Witter.
The youth of the Mowersville Church
presented the play, "The Missing Ingredient," to the congregation on Sunday,
Dec. 19. The play, written by Mrs. Robert
Leidig from Mowersville, was also presented to the Green Spring congregation on
Dec. 26. Rev. Mervin Potteiger is the
pastor.
The Pleasant View congregation hosted
a combined New Year's Eve Service for
the Locust Grove congregation. Both congregations provided special music and the
film, "His Land," was shown. The host
pastor was Rev. Harold Bowers.

Atlantic
A musical group from Messiah College,
"Living Hope," presented the evening program to the Cross Roads congregation on
Sunday evening, Jan. 16. Rev. Allon B.
Dourte is the pastor.
Bishop and Mrs. Roy V. Sider were
guests of the Messiah congregation on
Sunday evening, Jan. 2. Bishop Sider gave
a travelogue of their tour to MCC and
Brethren in Christ mission points in Asia.
The pastor at Messiah is Rev. Leroy
Yoder.
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gredients may be the same but it's a
different entity made from a different
recipe for a different purpose."
To make our response to television
even more difficult, those programs
which we hold up as models often have
deficiencies too. When it comes to
wholesomeness, few programs would
get a higher rating than " T h e
Waltons." Yet Ralph Waite, a former
United Church of Christ clergyman
who plays the role of the father in this
popular show, had this to say in an
interview with Frederic A. Brussat (A.
D. magazine, February 1974):
"Sometimes I feel it is a modest and
fairly honest show that promulgates
simple virtues. Then I have days when
I t h i n k it is really of d u b i o u s
value—seducing people into thinking

that the family and life in America
should be like it is for the Waltons. It
lulls people into believing that there
aren't any real changes or crises going
on in society. I wouldn't recommend
that this show become a model to use
in raising children. . . . My own growing up had much more pain, confusion, chaos, and much more of
everything of life than the Walton
family has. If a child grows up expecting to step into a world like the
Waltons', that person is going to be
very angry at us when 30 years old.
There are so many things happening
today that the Waltons just haven't
come near."
So the reasons for fussing about TV
are numerous. Some are obvious,
others may be more difficult to see.

Canadian

Births

Special guest for the Houghton congregation on Sunday, Jan. 16, was Rev. Tom
Visser. Rev. Visser ministered to the group
in both the morning and evening services.
Rev. John R. Sider is the pastor.

Claybaugh: Edwin Charles, Jr., born
Nov. 5, to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Claybaugh, Cedar Grove congregation, Pa.
Foor: Kecia Lee, born Nov. 7, to Rick
and Brenda (Snyder) Foor, Clear Creek
congregation, Pa.
Kay: Jennifer Beth, born Dec. 8, to
George and Debbie (Miller) Kay, Lancaster congregation, Pa.
Keyser: Mark Wesley, born Dec. 15, to
Charles and Linda Keyser, Fairview
Avenue congregation, Pa.
Kipe: Kenneth LeRoy, born Sept. 1, to
LeRoy and Connie Kipe, Green Spring
congregation, Pa.
Long: Mary Ann, born Oct. 20, to
Russell and Florine Long, Fairview
Avenue congregation, Pa.
May: Renee Lynn, born Nov. 23, to
Michael and Barb May, Roseglen congregation, Pa.
Peters: Natasche Nichole, born Oct. 25,
to Lillian and Wayne Peters, Green Spring
congregation, Pa.
Poe: Michelle Lin, born Dec. 26, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jay Poe, Carlisle congregation,
Pa.
Saner: Henry Kenneth, born Nov. 1, to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Saner, Cedar
Grove congregation, Pa.
Simmers: Kevin Dwane, born Oct. 17,
to David A. and Emma Simmers, Fairview Avenue congregation, Pa.
Simpson: John Alan, born Dec. 30, to
Jim and Jane Simpson, Union Grove congregation, In.

Central

d

Camp Lakeview held a Winter Retreat
on Saturday, Dec. 11, with "The Sixth
Day" bringing a musical concert. The film,
"A Stranger in My Forest" was also
shown. Lynn Brechbill is the manager at
Camp Lakeview.
The Lakeview Community congregation
held Groundbreaking Services for a new
parsonage on Sunday morning, Nov. 28.
Earl and Lois Hess shared some of their
missionary experiences on Thursday evening, Dec. 9, following a fellowship meal.
Rev. Kenneth Royer, Jr., gave his farewell message to the congregation on Sunday, Dec. 26.
The Phoneton congregation held a tea at
the parsonage for Bishop and Mrs. Philemon Khumalo on Tuesday evening, Dec.
28. The pastor is Rev. Elam Dohner.

Pacific
The men of the Ontario congregation
have been giving much time toward the
building program of the church. Rev. Jerel
Book is the pastor.

Evangelical

Visitor

Smith: David Wayne, born Aug. 17, to
David and Valerie Smith, Green Spring
congregation, Pa.
Starr: James Joshua, born Dec. 15, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Starr, Paramount
congregation, Pa.
Swartz: Kimberly Michelle, born Oct.
28, to Max and Betty Swartz, Green
Spring congregation, Pa.
Swartz: Shane Thomas, born Dec. 2, to
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Swartz, Cedar Grove
congregation, Pa.
Traver: Shannon Elizabeth, born Oct.
24, to Kenneth and Karen Traver, Boyle
congregation, Ont.
Windemaker: Tena Jean, born July 18,
to Rodger and Debbie Windemaker,
Green Spring congregation, Pa.

Weddings
Crider-Shoemaker: Paul Fredrick
Crider, and Betty Anne Shoemaker, Dec.
18, in the Green Spring Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Lome Lichty officiating.
Hanna-Heise: Mary-Lou, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Heise, Unionville,
Ont., and Dr. Sherif, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sami Hanna, Agincourt, Ont., Dec. 18, in
the Bridlewood Brethren in Christ Church,
with Rev. John Schock and Rev. Harvey
Sider officiating.
Lambert-Traver: Rosemary Anne,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Traver,
Wellandport, Ont., and Timothy Glen, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Orland Lambert, Wainfleet, Ont., Nov. 26, in the Boyle Brethren
in Christ Church, with Rev. Andrew
McNiven and Rev. Gordon Gilmore officiating.
Pittman-College: Patty, daughter of
Foster and Margaret College, Breezewood, Pa., and Danny Pittman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Pittman, Everett, Pa., Dec.
4, in the Clear Creek Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Curtis Bryant officiating.
Vandervecht-Winger: Betty, daughter of
Mrs. Jesse Sider and the late Freeman
Winger, Stevensville, Ont., and Hank, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Dirk Vandervecht, Essex,
Ont., Dec. 18, in the Bertie Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. Ross Nigh
officiating.
Weaver-Helmuth: Margaret Ann,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Helmuth, Nappanee, In., and John, son of Mr.
John Weaver, Chambersburg, Pa., and
Mrs. Paul Fitzwater, Gettysburg, Pa.,
Dec. 31, in the Nappanee Brethren in
Christ Church, with Rev. Eugene Wingert
officiating.
Worman-Weimer: Diana I r e n e ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George C.
Weimer, Lansdale, Pa., and Craig Alan,
son of Dr. and Mrs. Robert K. Worman,
Elmira, N. Y., Dec. 17, in the Immanuel
Church of the Nazarene, with Rev. J. N.
Hostetter, grandfather of the groom officiating.
February

10,1977

Riall D. Stump
Riall D. Stump was born near
Nappanee, Indiana, November 24, 1891,
and died December 23, 1976. He was the
son of John F. and Alice Stump. He was
a resident of Grantham, Pennsylvania, at
the time of his death.
He was married to Bertha Clouse who
predeceased him, December 23, 1960. In
April 1962 he was married to Velva
Asper, who survives. In addition to his
wife he is survived by one son, Wallace,
and two daughters, Coralyce Lechlitner
and Lois Miller. A step-son, Dale Asper,
also survives as do 13 grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren.
Brother Stump was an ordained
minister of the Brethren in Christ Church
having served as pastor of Madison
Chapel, near Wakarusa, Indiana; Upland, California; and Fairland, Annville,
Pennsylvania.
Memorial services were held at the
Grantham Brethren in Christ Church on
Sunday, December 26, with Rev. Robert
Ives and Rev. Merele Brubaker officiating; and at the Nappanee Brethren in
Christ Church, Wednesday, December
29, with Rev. Erwin Thomas, Rev. Carl
G. Stump, and Rev. Eugene Wingert officiating. Burial was in the South Union
Cemetery, Nappanee, Indiana.
A TRIBUTE
Our brother, the Rev. Riall Stump, is
thought of with great respect by all who
knew him. He was a man of God.

Obituaries
Baldwin: Martin E. Baldwin, born May
7, 1922, in Chicago, II., died Oct. 13, 1976,
in Brandon, Fl. He was the son of Martin
and Vivian (Carlson) Baldwin. He was
married to Dorothy Meyer who survives.
He is also survived by a daughter, Mrs.
Dianne Brewer; two granddaughters; and a
sister. The funeral service was held in the
First United Methodist Church with Rev.
Robert B. Chapman, Jr., officiating.
Melhorn: Mrs. Ruth K. Wolgemuth
Melhorn, Mount Joy, Pa., died Oct. 25,
1976. She was the daughter of Jacob E.
and Margaret Keener Wolgemuth and was
married to John E. Melhorn. She is survived by her husband; two daughters: Mrs.
Betty Jane Wingate and Mrs. Doris Jean
Scragg; two sons: John W. and Robert E.;
six grandchildren; and a sister. She was a
member of the Cross Roads Brethren in
Christ Church where the funeral service
was held with Rev. Daniel Fuch and Rev.
Allon B. Dourte officiating. Interment was
in the Cross Roads Cemetery.
Pollard: Howard Pollard, born May 6,
1919, died Dec. 5, 1976. He was the son of
David B. Pollard who survives. He is also

He effectively served in pastorates in
various parts of our brotherhood, including the congregation in Upland,
California. I personally shared with him
as guest speaker where he was the pastor.
It was a great joy to work with this
thoughtful and considerate brother. In a
congregation in Ohio we had the joy of
together seeing several people find faith
in Jesus Christ.
He cared for people. He related well
not only to his church but to the community. He did better than many men do
in relating to his denomination in the
various adjustments during a long period
of service. He looked like a pastor. He
had a pastor's heart.
Even in his days of retirement his
appearance expressed dignity and poise.
We are thankful for the memory of
this dear brother. We pray for his family
and for the church he loved and served.
Henry A. Ginder, Bishop of
the Allegheny Conference and
for the Board of Bishops

survived by his wife, Esther Shoaltz Pollard; two daughters: Mrs. Harriette
Rynberk and Mrs. Rhoda Pollard; one
grandchild; and a sister. He was a member
of the Boyle Brethren in Christ Church
where the funeral service was held with
Rev. Arthur Heise and Rev. Andrew
McNiven officiating. Interment was in the
Memorial Gardens Cemetery.
P r y o r : M r s . E d n a C. P y r o r ,
Waynesboro, Pa., died Dec. 11, 1976, in
the Hershey Medical Center. Born Nov. 7,
1923, she was the daughter of Emmert and
Lela E. (Linebaugh) Guessford. She was
married to Robert F. Pryor in April, 1939.
She is survived by her husband; five daughters: Mrs. Dorothy Reed, Mrs. Nancy
Monn, Mrs. Janice McLaughlin, Mrs.
Joan Bream, and Linda; three sons:
Ronald, David, and Kenneth; nine grandchildren; a brother; and two sisters. She
was a member of the Fairview Avenue
Brethren in Christ Church and also of the
Homebuilders Class of the Sunday school.
The funeral service was held in the Grove
Funeral Home with Rev. Virgil N. Books
officiating. Interment was in the Green
Hill Cemetery.
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UJDLEMCE
\J UR LAWS do not permit assault or murder but do
permit the portrayal and description of assault and murder
in detail. At the same time, our laws permit fornication but
do not permit the portrayal or description of fornication in
detail. Curious, isn't it, that we believe pornography will
lead to immorality but we are not so convinced the showing of violence will have any negative effect on human behavior?
Violence in prime television viewing time has risen from
20% twenty years ago, to 60% today. A recent article in
The New England Journal of Medicine carried this
startling statistic: "Between the ages of 5 and 15, the average American child will view the killing of more than
13,000 persons on television."
The TV media has claimed that the viewer's conduct is
not affected or influenced by programs showing violence.
Why then, may we ask, do advertisers make their pitch
during such programs? Are we really to believe our behavior is affected by advertisements but we are beyond
being affected by the programs we watch? Or that adult behavior is influenced by TV advertising but children's behavior is unaffected by program content?
A Nielsen survey found that pre-schoolers average 54
hours a week watching TV and, lest we think the situation
is improved by saving the most violent shows for the late
hours, that millions of children are still watching TV at
10:00 or 11:00 p.m. Curfews and pleas to keep children off
the streets at night, do little to protect them from the influences piped into our homes! According to Donald T.
Lunde, "Stanford psychologists Albert Bandura and
Alberta Siegel have reported that violence shown on tele-

.

vision or in movies demonstrably increases aggressive behavior in children exposed to it. Moreover, not only is general aggressiveness affected, but in some instances young
people have actually imitated specific crimes seen on TV."
(Murder and Madness, San Francisco Book Co., Inc., San
Francisco, 1976). T. R. Van Dellen, M.D., states, "It is as
if our society has bred a new type of child criminal who
feels no remorse for his deeds, including murder" (Chicago
Tribune, Nov. 1, 1976).
The lesson learned from violence-oriented programs is
that violence is the way to solve problems. Instead of
violence being reserved for the "bad" guys, it is condoned
and readily practiced also by the "good" guys in their pursuit of "justice." Our society is not, it seems, against
violence; we just want to make certain it is legal or that its
use is confined to those who are on "our" side.
But whose side are we on? If I interpret correctly the
words of Jesus as recorded in Matthew 5, the children of
God are those who are "peacemakers" and those who love
their enemies and pray for their persecutors. The Christian's response to, and behavior toward, another person is
not determined by whether that person is adjudged right or
wrong, good or bad. Our response is called upon at all
times to be peaceful and loving. Such behavior is, I suggest, in open contrast to what we and our children are
learning from the average program on television.
Remember when the first television sets came on the
market, and our ministers warned us against this new
"evil"? (I freely admit being old enough to remember!)
One seldom hears mention of it any more and few of our
homes, including the homes of our ministers, are without
at least one set. No, I am not suggesting we try turning
back the clock and getting rid of all our beautiful color
sets! But would it be asking too much of Christians to: (a)
help our children interpret what they see and hear from a
Christian perspective, (b) boycott programs and those
products advertised on programs that condone violence,
and (c) let our protest be known to the sponsors, producers and other principals responsible for placing these
programs in our homes? And above all, let us ask ourselves seriously if Christians really have no better solution
for problem-solving than to simulate the world's lust for
violence.
Reprinted from Release

